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With the development of urbanization in China, the urban problems, which 
brought by the development of cities, have attracted highly attention. Those 
contradictions between human and nature, as well as among people, have restricted 
the benign development of urbanization. Hence, how to solve these problems with 
urbanization, is the central topic of this paper. 
In this paper, the urban problems with urbanization are caused by the urban 
ethics theory of thing-oriented ultimately. The urban ethics theory of thing-oriented 
put too more focus on the growth of wealth but omit the integrated development of 
man; simply taking the economic growth as the core staff gauge of social and 
economic development in countries and areas to instead these staff gauge: humanity, 
resource, environment; taking the pure nature as the object to apply for the survival 
and development of human, while omitting the nature is the prime base for the 
survival and development of human. 
In order to avoid those one-side theory viewpoints, this paper believe that the 
urban ethics theory of human-oriented should be set up. The urban ethics theory of 
human-oriented focuses on the harmony among people: taking the realistic, material 
people as the point, it not only focuses on the view of pursuing development in 
contemporary era, but also takes it into consideration for next generations; not only 
focuses on the citizens of Urban Household Registration, but also puts more focus on 
the new-born disadvantaged groups in cities. The urban ethics theory of 
human-oriented abandons these views: society is more prior than person, personal 
interests are subordinated to social interests, basing on people’ basic demand for 
living, for development, for the realization of personal value. 
This paper proposes these basic principles for the urban ethics theory of 
human-oriented: integrity, compatibility, sustainability. And, it believes that the 
establishment of the urban ethics theory of human-oriented would play a vital role in 
China's urbanization and construction of harmonious society. 
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